In 1996, a team of government,
INTRODUCTION
Most team members are part of an existing informal network that had already recognized the potential of the emerging science and had conducted preparatory research on how to apply these prospects to the goal of creating revolutionary propulsion.
To anchor the program in real and tangible terms, the team configured the program to produce near-term, credible, and measurable progress toward determining how and if such breakthroughs can be achieved -credible progress to incredible possibilities. There is no guarantee that the desired breakthroughs are achievable, but it is possible to produce progress toward a goal without first proving it is achievable. This paper introduces how this program aims to answer these challenges as well as giving a brief introduction to the emerging physics which reawakened interest in these visionary ambitions.
SPECIFYING GOALS AND SCOPE
To focus the program, the first step is to specify what breakthroughs are genuinely required to revolutionize space travel.
A NASA precedent for systematically seeking revolutionary capabilities is the "Horizon Mission Methodology" (Anderson 1996 (Haisch 1994 and Puthoff 1989) , anomalous experimental evidence suggesting a possible gravity altering affect from spinning superconductors (Podkletnov 1992) , theories suggesting that faster-than-light transport may be possible using wormholes (Morris 1988) or using warp drives (Alcubierre 1994) , and a theory suggesting that sonoluminescence is evidence of extracting virtual photons from vacuum fluctuation energy (Eberlein 1996) . These are in addition to older theories about creating propulsive effects without rockets (Bondi 1957 and Forward 1963 ).
In addition, there have been workshops (Bennett 1995 , Evans 1990 , and Landis 1990 , recent surveys (Cravens 1990 , Forward 1990 , and Mead 1989 , suggested research approaches (Cramer 1994 , Forward 1984 and 1996 , and Millis 1996 , and even some exploratory experiments (Millis 1995 , Schlicher 1995 , and Talley 1991 on this subject.
And recently, a non-profit society, the Interstellar Propulsion Society, was established to provide a collaborative forum to accelerate advancements toward these goals (Hujsak 1995) . It is still too soon to tell which approaches will provide the shortest path to success.
PROGRAM CHALLENGES
To cover the bases, a diverse program of multiple, small, and short-term projects is preferred. it is suggested that the inventors retain full intellectual property rights to their devices or theories, and that the universities make the proposal and receive all the funds to conduct the student projects. With this procedure, if the device or theory works, then supporting evidence would be established in a credible fashion and the originator would retain the intellectual property rights. If the device or theory does not work, then at least the students would have had a meaningful educational experience, and the concept's originator can work on another idea.
MEASURING PROGRESS
One of the challenges to this program is to demonstrate that research conducted today is making measurable progress directly toward the long-range targeted breakthroughs. The traceability tree and selection criteria presented earlier provides a means to demonstrate that a given research approach is linked to the end goals, but another metric is needed to quantify that progress is being made. To provide this measure, a more explicit version of the Scientific Method is used for measuring the level of advancement of a given scientific approach, similar to the way that the "Technology Readiness Levels" (Hord 1985) are used for quantifying technological progress. A draft of these scientific readiness levels is below:
• Pre-Science: Suggests a correlation between a desired effect and an existing knowledge base, or reports observations of unexplained anomalous effect.
• 
